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Effective hand hygiene has long been recognized as an important way to reduce the transmission of bacterial and viral pathogens in healthcare settings (Jamal, O’Grady, Harnett, Dalton, & Andersen, 2011). The quality and safety issue is healthcare workers not washing their hands. Nurses are made to sign a commitment paper to wash their hands at the facility where I work. Feedback from most of the nurses on the floor were: “Sign the paper, it doesn’t matter anyways, we will do it just like we have always done it.” Does this mean the nurses wash their hands when they are required to or not? A quality improvement project could be implemented that involved the patients to improve healthcare workers washing their hands.

The most basic thing to reduce the transmission of infections would be for healthcare workers to wash their hands. The WHO Alliance first focused on hand washing as the first Patient Safety Project. This project was a way to reduce transmission of pathogens at a fairly inexpensive cost. Other activities of the Patient Safety Alliance is the “Patients for Patient Safety”. This program gives the patient the knowledge and allows them to become involved in their safety. However, healthcare workers are reluctant to educate the patients because it is a little threatening (Bristol, 2005, p. 973-974).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimate that 1 out of every 20 patients who are hospitalized will contract a hospital-acquired infection (Amer, 2013, p. 17-18). Hand hygiene is vitally important to a patient’s care while in the hospital. Too many diseases are spread through accidental contact. Every day at work as a nurse, many patients ask about their medications, when they will be discharged, and why they cannot walk to the bathroom on their own. The patients should start questioning with: “Have you washed your hands?” This is the single most important question in my mind for the patient to ask of any healthcare worker.
Technology is allowing the patients and their families to be more aware of healthcare issues. Implementing that healthcare workers wash their hands is a hard challenge. Surveillance of physicians, nurses, and other personnel demonstrated a greater frequency of hand washing by nurses (63%) compare with physicians (19%) and other personnel (25%) (Lois & Maryanne, 1986). These statistics are disturbing to anyone reading them. This knowledge is on the internet for anyone to see, and patients can look this up while at the hospital.

In the past couple of months, as a single nurse, I am trying to implement a hand washing quality improvement project. I start out with a saying: “Hi, my name is Amy, I am going to be your nurse today until 7 pm. I ask them what they would like me to call them, then I ask the patient what I am doing.” They say: “You are washing your hands.” I say: “You are right, now do me a favor, I really love being a nurse, and I love taking care of my patients, in order to do that, I need you to help me. Anyone who walks through that door, ask them to wash their hands in front of you.” The patients sometimes have a hesitant look on their face. I add: “Blame it on the nurse, you can even say Nurse Amy said so, I will back you up.” The patients love this. It is a way of being very compassionate about the patient and keeping the patient safe. The patient truly knows that the nurse cares for them. In the past month, I was awarded three daisy compliments, I attribute it to this opening and my love of nursing.

There have been several professional practice implications. In a study of 2,078 patients discharged from 11 Midwest hospitals, patients were reluctant to be involved in making sure their healthcare workers washed their hands. Patients were very comfortable asking general medical and medication questions, but were uncomfortable asking medical providers whether they washed their hands (Waterman et al., 2006, p. 367-370). Another study of 80 patients who had undergone surgery in an inner-city London hospital were willing to ask doctors factual
questions over challenging questions. Whether or not your healthcare provider has washed their hands is a challenging question. It is not a factual question. If the doctor’s instructed the patients to ask, the patients were more willing to ask the healthcare workers challenging questions (Davis, Koutantji, & Vincent, 2007).

In the Nurse Amy quality improvement project, a night shift nurse complained that the surgical unit would need more soap because of Nurse Amy. By evening bedside shift report, the patients were asking the nurses if they had washed their hands when entering the rooms. Implementing a quality project like this is both challenging and fun. One way of reviewing if healthcare workers are washing their hands is the quantity of the hand soaps ordered each month. A hospital can review their purchasing of hand soaps in the past to the current day. Also, hospitals could round on the patients and ask a simple question: “Did everyone wash their hands in front of you when they walked into the room?” The staff knowing that this will be one of the questions asked when the managers round on the patients might make them stop and wash their hands at the right times. Furthermore, the hospital-acquired infection rates could be examined to see if the rate dropped since the hand washing project began.

The healthcare workers will be affected by this project. They must wash their hands! They must educate the patient and allow the patient to become a partner in his/her care. Nurses are sometimes reluctant to do so. If the patient becomes involved in challenging questions, it makes the nurses do their jobs correctly. It takes more work to wash their hands at every appropriate time. Washing their hands will help the patient infection rates lower and the nurse will be less likely to become infected. Washing hands is all about keeping the patient and the healthcare worker safe.
In conclusion, hand hygiene is important for patient-centered care. The aim of this project was clear, decreasing the rate of hospital-acquired infection rates from bacterial or viral pathogens. This quality improvement project includes having the patients ask a challenging question: “Have you washed your hands?” The quality improvement project of Nurse Amy seemed to have a positive effect, this is only one person. I hope in the future, Nurse Amy’s quality improvement project will spread like an infection.
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### Hand Washing Data For Hospital Unit Staff & Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Trend Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount of handwash ordered</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amt of alcohol wash ordered</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amt of hospital acquired infections</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rounding Question Results**

| Did staff wash their hands? | 72% | 82% | 82% | 86% | 88% | 88% | 89% | 90% |

**From the management:**

Keep up the good work, keep washing those hands!

**Below 75%**

- October

**At or Above 75%**

- September

**At or Above 90%**

- November

[Note: The chart includes a line chart that shows trends over time for the data provided.]
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